Roomlight Handling

KODAK Miniloader 2000 and 2000P
Roomlight Film Handling In-House or on the Road

The space-saving Kodak miniloader 2000 and 2000P automatically load and unload Kodak Min-R 2 cassettes in full roomlight in just seconds.

User-Friendly Features

- Front-accessible film-supply and receive magazines simplify workflow.
- The system tracks film consumption data, available on a daily, weekly, monthly, and annual basis.
- An easy-to-read control panel displays operating and error conditions, as well as other key data.
- Load-only function for loading empty cassettes.
- Unload-only function to empty cassettes for cleaning or inspection.

Choose The Configuration That Meets Your Needs

- A standalone configuration allows you to maximize productivity in centers or mobile units that don’t require immediate processing. Exposed films are held in the Miniloader 2000 for later processing.
- An integrated configuration (pictured at left) includes a MIN-R Mammography Processor docked to the Miniloader 2000P for automatic processing of exposed films. This option provides maximum convenience with easy image access and consistent image quality.

Integrated Configuration

The integrated configuration can be ordered as a complete system or in parts, depending on whether you already own a MIN-R Mammography Processor.

- The KODAK MIN-R Mammography Integrated Processor/Miniloader is a complete unit that includes the MIN-R Mammography Processor and the Miniloader 2000P, as well as all the components necessary for installation.
- If you already own a KODAK MIN-R Mammography Processor, upgrade by ordering a KODAK Miniloader 2000P and necessary installation components.